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In our new series "The Universal Biology" we address the frequently asked questions, what makes 
us "sick" if it cannot be a virus or bacterium?

In part five, we address the following:

✅

 What are the real causes of pneumonia.

✅

 About 90 % of our cells are not made of cells at all, but of bacteria.

✅

 The supposedly disease-causing bacteria are also found in healthy people. These are not the 
cause.

A way out of the materialistic way of thinking and into an inspired medicine with heart and mind.

⸻⸺
Definitions 

Goblet cells are a specialized type of epithelial cell that secrete mucins, 
which are significant components of mucus. They are most often found in 
the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts, where they make up part of the 
surface epithelium. The secretion of mucus in these tracts lubricates and 
protects the lining of the organs. The increased activity or number of goblet 
cells has been associated with some diseases.( 
https://biologydictionary.net/goblet-cells/)

Alveoli are tiny air sacs in your lungs that take up the oxygen you breathe in and 
keep your body going. Although they’re microscopic, alveoli are the workhorses of 
your respiratory system.

You have about 480 million alveoli, located at the end of bronchial tubes. When 
you breathe in, the alveoli expand to take in oxygen. When you breathe out, the 
alveoli shrink to expel carbon dioxide. https://www.healthline.com/health/alveoli-
function
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From a universal biological point of view, we know two forms of pneumonia: 
-one affects the bronchi, 
-the other type affects the connective tissue. 
They each occur in the recovery phase. 

Tuberculosis is sometimes mistakenly called pneumonia by orthodox medicine; 
however, tuberculosis affects the alveoli or goblet cells on the physical level. More and 
more often, tuberculosis that affects the alveoli on the organic level is also called 
fungal pneumonia by orthodox medicine. Predominantly when the affected person has 
tested HIV-positive or is considered immunocompromised. The fact is, however, that 
any bacterium or fungal bacterium can be cultivated in the laboratory using a nutrient 
solution and incubator and thus multiplied. 
If you put a piece of tissue from the lung on a petri dish with nutrient solution, certain 
bacteria or fungal bacteria will multiply depending on the temperature in the incubator 
and how long it takes. If the set temperature is too warm, the fungal bacteria will 
disappear. 
If the temperature is slightly cooler and more humid, the fungal bacteria will multiply. If 
the heat is higher and a little drier, more bacteria will swarm on the nutrient solution. 

Our organism consists of a gigantic variety of bacteria. For example, one gram of 
intestinal content contains about one trillion microorganisms. There are more than 
eight billion microbes on our skin, which is about two square metres in size, and about 
90 % of our cells do not consist of cells at all, but of bacteria. 
More than 10,000 species of bacteria have been discovered by researchers. Scientists 
estimate that all bacteria together possess about eight million genes from which they 
secrete proteins that are in turn needed for other functions. This means that bacteria 
possess many times more genes than humans themselves.



The researchers also made the following discovery: Two people can be completely 
healthy, even though a certain type of bacteria makes up 95% of all bacteria in the 
intestine of one person and only 0.01% in the other. [1]+ [2]

[1] https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/mikrobiom-ueber-10-000-
bakterien-am-menschen-gezaehlt-a-838739.html

[2] https://www.nature.com/articles/nature11234

One might think that these research results should be enough to lose faith in disease-
causing bacteria. Unfortunately, this is not the case; orthodox medicine continues to 
insist that bacteria cause disease. 

They give the following doctrine: 

-If known pathogens (certain bacteria, e.g. Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus 
influencae) can be detected in pneumonia, this form is called typical pneumonia.
 -If no known microbe can be detected, orthodox medicine speaks of atypical 
pneumonia. 
The term "atypical" pneumonia was introduced by orthodox medicine to distinguish it 
from "bacterial pneumonia". However, according to the orthodox medical worldview, 
atypical pneumonia can also be caused by bacteria (in this case rare or unknown 
bacteria). 
The term "atypical" then refers to bacteria that are atypical for pneumonia. Atypical 
pneumonia is usually characterised by a milder course (mild fever, irritating cough, 
headache, mild shortness of breath, etc.). 

In addition, the "classic" symptoms of pneumonia, such as productive cough, rales, 
rapid breathing, etc., are absent. 

The definition of SARS, influenza or covid-19 states that there is an atypical 
pneumonia as a clinical picture that characterises the disease. One of two crucial facts 
for the SARS and Corona crises is that at least 20-30% of all pneumonias are atypical. 
This fact has always been found in "flu" as well. 

The causes of atypical pneumonia are clearly known and therefore should NOT be 
passed off as the cause of an unknown virus. This fact is suppressed by infectiologists 



and virologists and is the basis for generating fear and panic, because the impression 
is created among those affected, the public and politicians that atypical pneumonias 
are particularly dangerous and more often fatal because there are still no drugs or 
vaccines for the allegedly novel disease. From the moment a test procedure for the 
supposed new virus is offered that also tests healthy people "positive", which is 
concealed by those involved, the case numbers are automatically increased. 
At first, people with typical pneumonia are also recorded, then more and more people 
with other diseases. This is taken as practical proof of the spread of some virus. No 
matter whether it is a claimed flu virus or Cov-2. Automatically, more and more other 
diseases are added to the original disease "atypical pneumonia" and this "syndrome" 
is passed off as "the new viral disease". 

However, this is not correct, as there is no scientific proof that a virus triggers the 
disease. It is and remains only an assumption, a hypothesis of orthodox medicine.
 In addition, it is often no longer possible to distinguish what those affected are really 
suffering from because of the many medications they are given: Is it the disease or is it 
the side effects? Thus, orthodox doctors often also include the side effects of the 
medications from which the affected person suffers in the clinical picture. 

With the knowledge of universal biology, the causes, the course as well as the duration 
of the diseases can be clearly defined. This results in a holistic treatment concept. 

 In the case of the alveoli and goblet cells, tuberculosis occurs in the recovery phases 
(WP1 + WP2) when the problem has become unimportant. If the bronchi or connective 
tissue are affected, pneumonia occurs in the recovery phases. 

One type of pulmonary tuberculosis* affects the alveoli at the physiological level. The 
alveoli have the ability to absorb and release the vital components of the air we 
breathe. 

Accordingly, they perform an absorbing and a releasing activity. Breathing is more 
important for us humans than eating or drinking. Without food, you can survive for a 
few days, even without liquid, you can survive for a while before dying of thirst. 
But without air, you can survive for 5-7 minutes at most. This is why the lung alveoli 
multiply, because you are afraid of dying. This gives the body a greater chance of 
survival. If one is afraid of losing one's life (a triggering event with its criteria is 



indispensable), the alveoli multiply in this Conflictive Phase so that the organism can 
take in more air. 

The Conflictive Phase starts with the second of the shock experience (e.g. the cancer 
diagnosis by the doctor or the deadly fear of a virus) and lasts as long as one suffers 
from this fear. 
You can no longer think about anything else and are afraid of dying. 
You can no longer rest and sleep badly. Everything revolves around survival or death.
You can't escape an infection (or a cancer diagnosis) unless you realise that there are 
no bad viruses or bacteria. 

If suddenly there is good news, e.g. that everything is not so bad after all, or the 
pandemic is over, the next phase starts immediately. The organism begins to restore 
the affected tissue. 
This is very often accompanied by strong symptoms. Precisely these must not be 
misunderstood.  

Nowadays, most tissue-building events that affect the alveoli occur because of 
diagnoses that cause a fear of death. As a result, it is not uncommon to find pulmonary 
nodules (fear of death) after a bowel cancer diagnosis, for example. But there are also 
other causes, or life circumstances, that bring about such biologically meaningful 
tissue adjustments. Here are some examples: 

When a police officer is transferred to a very dangerous area, or.
When a person works as a fireman in a district where many fires have been set by 
unknown persons for several weeks, or
When smokers are afraid of getting lung cancer and dying from it. Since there are 
frightening pictures on cigarette packs, the fear is stoked even more, or 
If someone has to travel by plane often because of their job, but they are 
constantly afraid that the plane will crash, or
People who are afraid for their lives because they have nothing to eat, etc. 

These are all examples where a person is directly affected. 
However, one can also feel mortal fear for another person. Often, not only the affected 
person is afraid of dying, but also the family members are under tension when the 
spouse, son, mother, etc. are ill, doing a dangerous job or in some kind of mortal 



danger. These causal conflict events are called proxy conflicts. However, the 
experienced fear of death for the other person is only felt when there is a strong 
attachment to the other person.
 Of course, the fear of a fictitious virus, for example the claimed Corona virus, can also 
trigger a fear of death. 
Even a child who has to take a test at school and tests positive can experience a death 
anxiety conflict because of it. His dear friend sitting next to him when he gets the 
positive result can also start a death anxiety conflict about his friend, etc. If one has a 
fear of death for another person, only one round focal point arises in the lungs; if one 
has a fear of death for oneself, several focal points can be found.

With the sensation and the accompanying shock of "I am afraid to die", the alveoli 
multiply to take in more air. The biological sense is that this increases the chances of 
survival. The organism adapts on its own without us noticing. This first phase of 
adaptation, or optimisation, is usually not noticed because it is asymptomatic.

However, if an X-ray is taken during this time, one sees round foci on the lungs, which 
the orthodox doctors misinterpret as lung cancer. 

If the worry, the personal conflict one is suffering from has become unimportant, for 
example because the connections of biology are understood and thus the fear of a 
fatal disease is lost, the tissue that was previously newly formed in the conflictive 
phase is broken down again in the recovery phase with the help of microorganisms. In 
this stage, fever, weakness, cough, headache, shortness of breath, night sweats and 
fatigue may occur. It is the stage when most people go to the doctor because they are 
unwell. 

This first stage of restoration, which starts at the same time as conflict resolution, then 
triggers the symptoms that we had previously mistakenly regarded as disease. 

The restoration of the tissues to their original state cannot take place without the 
microorganisms mentioned (in this case: fungi and tubercle bacilli), which live in us 
and with us in symbiosis. 
Most people go to the doctor because of the well-known, usually unpleasant 
symptoms. The doctor, who rarely has a universal biological education, is sure that the 
microorganisms are the cause and usually prescribes antibiotics. Taking antibiotics 



stops the healing after a few days. Physically you feel better, but internally something 
is going on against the system, against life, which is what antibiotics means. 

On the organic level, which describes the processes "at the pulmonary alveoli", the 
previously built up tissue is broken down again with the help of the microorganisms. In 
the first phase of recovery, as always, water is needed for regeneration, which is why 
fluid accumulates in the pulmonary alveoli. The more intense the shock, the conflict, 
was felt, the more water is needed for recovery. If a lot of fluid accumulates around the 
alveoli, this can lead to lung rales (= pulmonary oedema). If an affected person is in 
this condition, he or she must be monitored in hospital or at least receive daily 
therapeutic support. However, this situation only occurs if the affected person also has 
another problem which, on the organic level, affects the kidneys, or more precisely, the 
renal collecting tubes. 

The first part of the recovery phase, after conflict resolution, is followed by the reversal 
phase, which is usually not noticed. This reversal phase is very important because 
during this time the water is expelled from the lungs (and in a corresponding area in 
the brain). 

This is followed by the second part of the recovery phase. This is where the "wet 
cough" * familiar to everyone occurs. 

* Cough with sputum. 

The tissue breakdown that takes place during the recovery phases produces a 
purulent, sometimes bloody secretion that is coughed up. In this second stage, 
however, all symptoms gradually improve: The cough becomes less, the fever goes 
down, the headache decreases and the tiredness recedes into the background, etc. 
Only the night sweats are more intense in this stage. In the past, this clinical picture 
was called tuberculosis in orthodox medicine. 

 Europe accounts for only about three percent of all tuberculosis cases. On the one 
hand, because Europe is one of the safest continents, but on the other hand also 
because many conditions are discovered in the conflictive phase and misinterpreted as 
lung cancer. The latter leads to tuberculosis not occurring in the first place, because 



the fear of death is fuelled by the misdiagnosis (lung cancer). 

In contrast, 80% of tuberculosis cases occur in South-East Asia and Africa [3]. 
Certainly less screening takes place in Africa, it is one of the poorest countries in the 
world and is also not a safe area.

[3]https://www.lungeninformationsdienst.de/krankheiten/tuberkulose/verbreitung/inde
x.html

So in Africa, you can put yourself in fear of death every day just by walking out the 
door. 
Even if one is starving, a fear of death can be turned on. If one then has something to 
eat again, the fear-of-death conflict can become void and tuberculosis occurs. 
Certainly, these examples are only a simple description - the reasons why TB occurs 
mainly in Africa and South-East Asia are more complex, but we will not go into more 
detail here, because the necessary biological processes are felt individually. One would 
have to question each individual person to find out through which shock the fear of 
death was triggered and became secondary again. 

When a paradigm shift occurs, and the purely materialistic way of thinking is replaced 
by a holistic method of observation and diagnosis, you can probably already guess at 
the extremely great changes that are in store. 

Another type of tissue that can show itself in the form of tuberculosis concerns the 
goblet cells* of the respiratory tract. 

* Cup-shaped, mucus-producing glands located in the airways, small and large 
intestines, conjunctiva of the eye and nasal cavity. 

If you "choke" on a bite, you have to cough like crazy to get rid of the chunk of food. If 
the morsel that has landed in the windpipe is too big, airway constriction occurs due to 
this foreign body and at the same time you panic, which is accompanied by the 
impulse to choke. 

By the way, a vigorous cough can reach a speed of 60-80 km/h of the expectorated 
air. If it is not possible to remove the foreign body by coughing, shortness of breath 



and fear of death come to the fore. There is an increase in the function of the alveoli 
(fear of death), as well as an increase in the secretion-forming function, so that the 
lump still makes its way out. The formation of increased secretion is caused by the 
goblet cells of the lungs, which produce more secretion with the shock of a "fear of 
suffocation". On the one hand, this makes the foreign body more slippery so that it can 
slide out more easily and, on the other hand, the secretion can crush the lump with the 
help of the fluid. 

So if you have the panic of choking, the goblet cells of the lungs produce more 
secretion. This is the conflictive phase, when you are confronted with the acute trauma 
and it is used to get rid of the foreign body.

In this conflictive phase, one also suffers from coughing to get rid of the increased 
secretion, as well as the foreign body. This is also a reason why smokers suffer from 
smoker's cough: The cigarette smoke is the "invader" that the goblet cells want to get 
rid of by producing more secretion. 

It is not only cigarette smoke that causes such reactions. In all large industrial areas 
where the air is no longer clean and the sky is yellow with car and industrial fumes, 
many people have such problems. Think of northern Italy and China, two typically 
negative current examples of our time. It is no coincidence that the alleged "corona 
cases" broke out in these areas. 

Nowadays, in fact, exposure to fine substances often leads to increased secretion 
production by the goblet cells. This could be observed very well not only in the Corona 
period: China is the country with the highest air pollution in the world. On 14.08.2015, 
Online-Welt wrote that, according to a study, 4000 people die every day in China 
due to the terrible air pollution. For the study, scientists analysed hourly air 
measurements at 1500 locations over four months (from April to August 2014). 

That's more deaths than the total number of Covid-19 deaths China has reported 
so far. From December 2019 to 21.12.2020, 4771 people have died from Corona, 
according to "Statista". Every year, 1.46 million people in China die as a result of 
massive pollution.[5] 

Incidentally, researchers concluded that air pollution is responsible for the deaths of 



over three million people worldwide every year. 

[5] 
https://www.welt.de/newsticker/dpa_nt/infoline_nt/brennpunkte_nt/article145236429/4
000-Tote-taeglich-in-China-durch-hohe-Luftverschmutzung.html

Let's get back to the process of the goblet cells: 

The function of increased secretion production can also be observed very impressively 
in ventilated patients. 
With them, a lot of secretion often has to be sucked out. In ventilated patients, fear of 
suffocation and death are in the foreground. The patients want to get rid of the 
ventilation tube (= foreign body). This is one of many reasons why patients should only 
be intubated in extreme emergencies. Even oxygen goggles or shocking images on 
television can trigger these forms of trauma. Just the visual image of being ventilated 
or images of an intensive care unit can provoke shock. 

A great many people have been suffering from fear of death or suffocation since the 
Corona Crisis and mandatory masks were declared. When it was said that the 
imaginary virus spreads via aerosols* and that it is especially bad when we sing and 
therefore we have to wear a mask, even more people were full of worry and fear. But 
only when this fear has passed, because people are "allowed" to sing without a mask 
again, will symptoms appear and people will feel ill. 

When the fear of suffocation has passed because one was able to cough out the 
foreign body or because one was saved from a near drowning, for example, the first 
recovery phase shows purulent pulmonary tuberculosis (note: often described by 
orthodox medicine as pneumonia). In this phase, one suffers from fever, cough, 
shortness of breath, night sweats, tiredness and fatigue. The secretion that one 
coughs up is yellowish, therefore one speaks of a purulent pneumonia or - with the 
knowledge of universal biology - of tuberculosis**. 

* Finest distribution of suspended solid or liquid substances in gases, especially in the 
air.



** In conventional medicine, this picture corresponds to a typical pneumonia.

The goblet cells, which had previously produced more secretion and had also 
increased, are reduced again in this recovery phase (WP1) - secretion production also 
stops. This type of respiratory disease is a really difficult matter that should be 
accompanied by an experienced therapist. 

The particular problem here is this: When one is burdened with the trauma of 
suffocation, the goblet cells produce a lot of secretion. At the moment of entering the 
recovery phase, additional water is also stored for regeneration purposes. The 
affected person therefore has to struggle with the stored fluid and secretion: if he or 
she does not yet have the strength to cough it all up, he or she must be supported by 
artificial suction. If this is not done, there is a risk that he will die of acute lung failure 
because he drowns, so to speak, in his own secretions. In this phase, one must weigh 
things up well, because it can often then be helpful to administer sympathicotonic* 
drugs (e.g. antibiotics, cortisone) to make this process more bearable or even 
survivable at all. The recovery is hindered, slowed down and alleviated, but this is not 
as bad as dying from the symptoms. 

* Related to the sympathetic nerve. Part of the autonomic, involuntary nervous system; 
counterpart of the parasympathetic nervous system; is responsible for vital 
adaptations; effect: increases blood pressure and heart rate, pupils and bronchi dilate, 
digestion and urination are slowed down. 

In the case of a drowning accident, the affected person also experiences the panic 
that accompanies the shock of drowning: fear of death and suffocation. The person 
himself "determines" (past the mind), as with all other Biologically Necessary 
Processes (BNA), through his own sensation, the assignment to the respective event. 
In some cases, one gets pulmonary oedema after successful resuscitation. This may 
not develop for several hours. It is the conflictive phase of a "suffocation conflict" or 
remaining aspirated* water from the near drowning accident. 

* Intrusion of substances into the respiratory tract. 



If respiratory distress is in the foreground with the biological impulse "Help, I'm 
suffocating", increased secretory function of the goblet cells occurs in the Conflictive 
Phase. In the panic of suffocation, the goblet cells of the lungs produce increased 
secretion. If the choking conflict is of great intensity and/or duration (if it is still active 
for a long time after rescue), pulmonary oedema ("water" in the lungs) develops in the 
Conflictive Phase. If the tension can be released, a purulent pneumonia, or better, 
tuberculosis, develops. 

If pulmonary oedema (or later pulmonary tuberculosis) leads to the death of the 
affected person, one speaks in orthodox medical circles of "secondary drowning". 

Also in the case of smoke poisoning, one simultaneously perceives or activates the 
shock of suffocation. It is the fear of not being able to breathe! The panic of not being 
able to breathe in enough (resorptive feature)! The horror of not being able to let the 
air slide down! Now more secretion is produced (goblet cells; fear of suffocation) and 
there is an increase in the function of the alveoli (fear of death conflict) so that more 
air can be taken in. 

If this development lasts only for a very short time, because the human or the animal 
can escape the fire, he or she will have to cough a few times afterwards, possibly 
suffer from nausea and vomiting, but usually the "haunting" will be over within a short 
time. If the panic of choking lasts longer (e.g. due to artificial respiration), the goblet 
cells produce correspondingly more secretion so that the smoke (foreign body or 
tube*) can be expelled. This is one reason why artificial respiration is more than 
counterproductive and should only be used in an absolute emergency. 

* Tube. 

Another type of tissue affects the bronchi, which can manifest itself in the form of 
pneumonia. 

The bronchi are the branches of the trachea that lead into the lungs. These become 
finer and finer the deeper they reach into the lungs. 



If you get a huge fright or if you are afraid of losing your job or some other event 
occurs where you feel your area, your space, your job, your health is threatened, our 
organism reacts on the physical level with a breakdown of the respiratory mucosa 
and/or the respiratory muscles. 

The bronchial musculature has something to do with fear and with motor activity: If 
one has the feeling of "wanting to be gone", or "if one wants to disappear" and this is 
connected with the triggering event of a fright/fear event, the bronchial musculature is 
affected. If one rather has the feeling of "losing the ground under one's feet" and this 
is connected with the triggering event of a fright/fear event, the bronchial mucosa is 
affected. 
In this case, the fright or fear, for example, about one's job or health, is felt as an event 
that hits one, as always, completely unexpectedly (= triggering event). This is the 
Conflictive Phase, in which one is confronted with the shock. With the feeling "My 
territory, my place, my area is threatened, I am afraid that I will lose my partner, my 
home, etc.", and the associated Triggering Event (shock), the tissue on the bronchial 
mucosa is broken down. The content of the Triggering Event is the "fear for the 
territory or space". One's own territory has therefore not yet been attacked: One has 
not yet lost one's job or partner, but one is afraid of losing them. Or, your health is 
stable, but you feel threatened by the virus. This phase is usually not noticed because 
it is asymptomatic.

If one has mastered one's fear, one's conflict, because one has been assured that one 
will not be dismissed, it is such beautiful incidents, such as not losing one's job, a 
reconciliation or moments when "a burden falls from one's heart" etc., that then lead 
to bronchitis and in extreme cases to pneumonia. 

Other examples: There is the possibility that a child could lose his/her place/position 
due to a sibling or that the mother/father wants to invade his/her "kingdom". There 
could also be a partner (or family member) who announces the separation but doesn't 
do it after all. These are all examples of the fear that one's own district can be 
threatened. Of course, one's district can also be threatened by a belief in a disease-
causing virus. 

When the conflict has been resolved, the bronchial mucosa swells (= recovery phase 



1). In extreme cases, as mentioned, this can result in pneumonia* - but this is very 
rarely the case. The swelling at the bronchial mucosa is caused by water retention, 
because our organism needs water for reconstruction. 

* In this type of pneumonia, small pieces of protein, e.g. RNA, globulins, nucleic acids, 
are increasingly found, which are then misinterpreted as a virus. 

In this stage of the Biologically Necessary Activity (BNA), fever, weakness, cough, 
headache and fatigue appear. This first stage of recovery, which starts at the same 
time as conflict resolution, again produces the symptoms that conventional medicine 
calls illness. 

During this time, one may suffer from a dry cough. This can sometimes be painful or 
just unpleasant. The dry cough (irritation), in the first recovery phase (WP1), is mainly 
triggered by a change in sensitivity at the bronchial mucosa. This change occurs 
because the tissue of the bronchial mucosa is being rebuilt during this stage.

The first part of the reconstruction phase is characterised by increasing tiredness, 
fatigue, cough and fever. On the organic level, the previously degraded tissue is rebuilt 
with the help of protein building blocks. This rebuilding causes irritation of the 
bronchial mucous membrane, so that one suffers from a dry cough from time to time. 

When the bronchial mucosa is in the rebuilding phase, it can lead to higher fever, 
depending on the intensity of the conflict, even up to 40°C. Such high temperatures 
occur in the first recovery phase. The more intensely a triggering event was felt, the 
higher the fever in the recovery phase. 

This is followed by the reversal phase: During this period, the mucous membrane is 
hypersensitive and one has to cough even more frequently. After the reversal phase, 
the temperature sometimes drops very quickly, which can also be a strain on the body. 

This is followed by the second part of the recovery phase, which involves coughing 
with sputum. In this second part, however, all the symptoms 
gradually improve: One is well on the way to becoming completely well again. 



To add:

If the laryngeal mucosa is affected, in the case of a conflict resolution of the fright 
conflict (laryngeal mucosa), fluid accumulates on the laryngeal mucosa and/or 
laryngeal muscles. This regeneration phase, in which the tissue is replenished, is 
manifested on the physical level by fever, a changed voice, hoarseness, itching 
("tickling in the throat"), coughing and pain. Whether the larynx or the bronchi are 
affected depends on previous trauma, hormonal status (e.g. menopause) and 
handedness.

The pneumonia that affects the connective tissue: 
There is connective tissue between the alveoli. When one suffers a dramatic shock 
related to breathing, in the sense of "I cannot breathe properly", or "I am not able to 
breathe properly", or "I cannot breathe through properly", our organism reacts on the 
physical level by breaking down the connective tissue that is located between the 
alveoli. In this conflictive phase, when one is confronted with the shock, the connective 
tissue on the lungs is reduced. Such shock states can occur, for example, when one is 
forced to wear a mouth cloth as a singer or wind musician: 

You can't breathe properly in real terms, because you need air for singing and for 
blowing your instrument! As an older person, you have problems getting enough air 
through the mouth cloth anyway. Then, too, the connective tissue can break down. 

Before the corona crisis, one could usually observe such events "only" as so-called 
consequential conflicts: If, for example, shortness of breath developed due to "cardiac 
insufficiencies*", it happened now and then that a person affected reacted with this 
programme. With the propagated corona crisis and the cloth in front of the face, one 
cannot breathe properly today, "I cannot breathe in enough air with the mask in front 
of my mouth and thus cannot play the instrument." "I avoid breathing deeply so I don't 
get the virus", etc. 

* Colloquial: heart failure. 

Once the worry, the conflict has become meaningless, for example because the cloth 
in front of the mouth is no longer part of the restraint and one can go shopping without 
a mouth guard, one will be relieved. One feels free again and can breathe deeply. 



If the trauma is no longer present, the connective tissue builds up again and swells in 
the process (= recovery phase 1). In extreme cases, this can result in pneumonia. 

In this stage, fever, weakness, cough and fatigue may occur. This first phase of 
recovery, which starts at the same time as conflict resolution, then makes the 
symptoms. 

During this period, one also suffers from a dry cough. This can sometimes be painful 
or uncomfortable. 

Within this period (recovery phase), the connective tissue that was previously broken 
down is rebuilt with the help of the bacteria. 

 When the connective tissue is in the recovery phase, fever may occur. Depending on 
the intensity of the conflict, it can even reach 39°C. Such high temperatures occur in 
the first recovery phase. 

The first part of the recovery phase is again followed by the reversal phase: the water 
in the connective tissue is squeezed out at this time. 

Following this, the second part of the recovery phase takes place. Here, the familiar 
productive cough occurs, with the consequences already mentioned above. However, 
the secretion that one coughs up in this type of pneumonia is only slightly purulent and 
rather liquid. All the other symptoms mentioned gradually improve in this section. 


